RUSS 440 Winter 2021 Prof. Lyudmila Parts lyudmila.parts@mcgill.ca

Tuesday 4:05-5:05 – live Zoom discussion

Thursdays, by 5:30 pm – students’ written and video submissions.

Virtual office hours Thursday 4:00-5:00 on Zoom, or by email.

Russia and Its Others

Course objectives:
The course will take an in-depth historical approach to cultural construction of Russian national identity and to the concept of the Other as a condition of self-representation. We will discuss the multiple Others produced by Russian culture: East, West, Caucuses, America, Jews, Gays, and, more recently, Europe and Ukraine. The course will also introduce students to some of the theoretical tools for approaching issues of national identity, alterity, (post)colonialism, exoticism, and orientalism.

Course requirements and policies:

Instructional Method: the class will be a combination of (fixed) live Zoom discussions and flexible activities, such as discussion board posts, group discussion video reports, and small groups’ presentations. Every Tuesdays we have live discussion. On Thursdays, you submit the written or video assignment for the week.

Live Zoom discussions: out of respect for the other students and your professor, please turn the video on. If your technical setup does not allow it, let me know.

Familiarize yourself with Zoom: https://www.mcgill.ca/tls/students/remote-learning-resources/learning-zoom. If you cannot attend all live sessions, you are still expected to complete all assignments. If you are having consistent issues, or if you have concerns, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Readings: primary texts and critical and theoretical sources are on MyCourses. There will be no prerecorded lectures. I will post notes and discussion topics for each segment on MyCourses.
Graded assignments:

**Attendance and participation:** this is an upper-level discussion seminar; your attendance and participation in live Zoom discussions is an integral part of the course work.

**Discussion posts and portfolio.** Several times you will post your response to the discussion prompt and respond to a posting by at least one other student (5 posts and 5 responses). See detailed instructions on MyCourses. This will allow all students to participate regardless of their ability to join live discussions on Zoom. You can suggest your own topic for discussion. I will read all posts and reply occasionally but will not grade individual posts. The discussion grade will reflect the quantity and quality of all your posts and responses.

**One group presentation (video).** In small groups, you will research a subject and share the results in a brief video presentation (~15 min.) on one of the topics below, in order to help the class contextualize some of the works read or viewed in the course (see MyCourses for details).

**Three group discussions reports (video).** You will meet in assigned groups (using Bongo tool on MyCourses) to discuss an important theoretical concept. You will submit a short video of the discussion (see MyCourses for details).

**Bongo group assignments:** [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6W0TzFK3Dcs See MyCourses for detailed instructions.](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6W0TzFK3Dcs)

**Final Paper:** at the end of the course, you will write an analytical 10-12-page essay in which you will employ theoretical tools acquired in the course. For this paper, you have two options: 1. you can analyze one of the works on the syllabus from a different angle so you do not merely repeat or summarize our class discussion; 2. you can choose a text that is not a part of the syllabus (write to me for suggestions as to relevant works). Your paper topic should not duplicate your presentation topic. Please discuss your topic with me before you start working on the paper. I will schedule meetings to discuss final paper in the last two weeks. You will be expected to conduct independent research, i.e., use at least 3 secondary sources on the work and theme you will analyze.

*Our liaison librarian, Tatiana Bedjanian, will be happy to assist you in finding necessary literature: tatiana.bedjanian@mcgill.ca*

Presentation topics and dates (you do one):

1. The genre of travelogue: encountering the Other. [February 4]
2. The Jewish Question. [March 11]
3. Post-Soviet cultural texts in search of a national idea (music, TV shows, fashion, films, sport events, victory parades). [March 25]

Group discussion topics and dates (you do all):

1. Edward Said’s *Orientalism* and its critics. [January 28]
2. *Ressentiment* in historical perspective. [February 18]
3. Occidentalism. [April 1]

The final paper will be due by 5 pm on April 15, by email.

Final grade breakdown:
- Attendance & participation: 10%
- Discussion posts/responses: 20%
- Presentation: 15%
- Group Discussions: 30%
- Final paper: 25%
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Articles:


• In the event of extraordinary circumstances beyond the University’s control, the content and/or evaluation scheme in this course is subject to change.

• “In accord with McGill University’s Charter of Students’ Rights, students in this course have the right to submit in English or in French any written work that is to be graded. This does not apply to courses in which acquiring proficiency in a language is one of the objectives.” (Approved by Senate on 21 January 2009).

• “McGill University values academic integrity. Therefore, all students must understand the meaning and consequences of cheating, plagiarism and other academic offences under the Code of Student Conduct and Disciplinary Procedures.” (see www.mcgill.ca/students/srr/honest/ for more information).” (Approved by Senate on 29 January 2003).

• Copyright: All slides, video recordings, lecture notes, etc. remain the instructor’s intellectual property. As such, you may use these only for your own learning (and research, with proper referencing/citation) ends. You are not permitted to disseminate or share these materials; doing so may violate the instructor’s intellectual property rights and could be cause for disciplinary action.

• Students with grades of D, F or J do NOT have the option of doing additional work to upgrade their final standing.

• As the instructor of this course I endeavor to provide an inclusive learning environment. However, if you experience barriers to learning in this course, do not hesitate to discuss them with me and the Office for Students with Disabilities, 514-398-6009.